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ABSTRACT

Previous work on the population curves and crater distribution in the vicinity of Surveyor I is reviewed and extended.
A total-population curve is derived for craters ranging in size from centimeters to kilometers. Comparison is made with
Ranger data covering an equivalent diameter range. The floor of the low ring Flamsteed P is found to be unusually young^
younger than the surrounding mare; this is consistent with the recent hypotheses of O'Keefe and Fielder which regard the
ring as a recent extrusive structure.

1. Introduction

Qfurveyor I landed at 06:17:37 GMT on June 2,
O 1966, at a point in Oceanus Procellarum with
selenographic coordinates 2?45 S, 43?22 W (Whi-
taker 1968). The landing site lies in the northeast*
quarter of the flat floor of a low ring structure known
as Flamsteed P (Figs. 1-4) named after the sharp
20.6 km crater which lies upon the southern wall
of the low ring, approximately 65 km south-south
west of the spacecraft. The area has been extensively
mapped (Marshall 1963; ACIC Map No. AIC 75A,
1966).

"Ghost" rings of the type represented by Flam
steed P have often been assumed to ancient, eroded,
and partially buried remnants of the walls of craters

1 Present address; Observatoire de Paris, Section d'Astrophysique,
92 Meudon (Haute de Seine), France.

'The astronautical convention for map directions is used through
out this paper.

existing prior, to the formation of the maria in which
they stand, without major subsequent modification
having occurred. This hypothesis has recently been
challenged (O'Keefe et al 1967; Fielder 1967) on the
basis of Orbiter photographs. Both authors assume
extrusion of lava from near-circular ring fractures in
the mare surface (with no prior meteoritic impact
having occurred to define the ring), O'Keefe et al.
favoring a single eruption of very viscous lava; and
Fielder finding evidence for successive flows. The
case presented by Fielder has since been elaborated
in a further paper (Guest and Fielder 1968) which
includes a table of "elementary rings" having similar
properties to Flamsteed P, and also suggests a num
ber of. terrestrial analogues. Many of the arguments
presented in the two original papers are disputed by
Hartmann (1967) and others, who conclude that
the "flow" structure observed on the hills forming
Flamsteed P may be the result of slumping, since it
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